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IPE – How is it used?

IPE includes information that :

• Shows the detail of balances (A/P report)

• Rolls forward balances (A/R roll forward)

• Shows processing issues (exception reports)

• Shows changes to data (changes to vendor 
master file)

• Shows results of activities (log of actions of 
program users)

• Shows a list of specific items (list of 
employees)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know the definition of IPE and the process flow, what are some everyday real life examples of IPE?



IPE  Scenarios

Conducting an inventory count – What is 
IPE? What is the risk?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to understand IPE, it is important to not only understand what IPE is but it is equally important to understand what IPE is not. User access list: IPE b/c created by entity using IT applicationsInv. Report:	(same as above)Email:	NOT IPE b/c no info. is processed to produce email. Email is audit evidenceBank stat:	NOT IPE. It is info provided by 3rd party who is not service organization to entityExcel log: 	IPEInvoice:	Not IPE. Not created by end user computing toolsA/P 



IPE  Scenarios

Three Way Match – What is IPE? What is 
the risk?

IPE??

IPE??

IPE??
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In order to understand IPE, it is important to not only understand what IPE is but it is equally important to understand what IPE is not. User access list: IPE b/c created by entity using IT applicationsInv. Report:	(same as above)Email:	NOT IPE b/c no info. is processed to produce email. Email is audit evidenceBank stat:	NOT IPE. It is info provided by 3rd party who is not service organization to entityExcel log: 	IPEInvoice:	Not IPE. Not created by end user computing toolsA/P 



Risks of IPE

In order to obtain reliable evidence, 
information produced by the entity (“IPE”) 
needs to be:

• Sufficiently Complete and Accurate

• Produced with Proper Segregation of Duties

• Supportive of Valuation assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know what examples of IPE are, let’s talk about the risks associated with IPEThis is why when CG-85 requests populations with MCR, we also request SQL code used to extract population to be able to recalculate or replicate the population to check for evidence of completeness and accuracy.Population can be tested completely by executing similar queries against the population and comparing the result to the report tested. SOD: restricted access within the systemValuation assumptions: must document rationale for assumptions used- reviewer agrees and documentsThink of IPE as the “input” to the control.  What can go wrong?Not all data capturedData input incorrectlyAlgorithm or calculation is incorrectAlgorithm or calculation can be changed inappropriately or without authorizationUser entered parameters are incorrect



Key Questions about IPE
• How would you know a report is incomplete or 

inaccurate?

• Given the complexity of reporting processes, how 
can a report have an error?

• How many reports go through multiple input 
points (system and manual) before the final 
report is produced?

• How easy is it to relate the final report data to 
the information originally input into the system?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does the reviewer know the data is complete?How is accuracy ensured (check figures, tie back to source document, formula validation)Get a screen shot of parameters, enter parameters ourselves, understand what parameter values mean (not applicable to all reports)



Key to any business process



Management Review Controls - Definition

• Management review controls (MRCs) are 
the reviews conducted by management of  
information in areas where estimates and 
judgment are used to determine a 
conclusion impacting financial reporting.

• Reviewers use their experience and 
knowledge of the process to make 
informed decisions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These reviews typically involve comparing recorded amounts with expectations of the reviewers based on their knowledge and experience. The reviewer’s knowledge is, in part, based on history and, in part, may depend upon examining reports and underlying documents. MRCs are an essential aspect of effective internal control.



Qualities of Effective MRCs

• Review is clearly documented and 
evidenced (what documents support the 
review)

• Reviewer of documentation has in depth 
knowledge of the process and expected 
result

• Data is reasonably accurate and complete

• Process is performed uniformly

• Clear thresholds of review are established

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a difference is identified, how are differences resolved? Unreconciled reconciliations are not solving the problem.Is the reviewer knowledgeable in the area of review?



What is key when testing controls?



Test Attributes - Definition

• Test attributes are qualities or 
characteristics of a sampling unit that 
demonstrate process control.

• These attributes should be characteristics 
that are consistent across the entire 
population.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these attributes combined create the criteria that will be used to test each sample and determine if the control is properly designed and working effectively.



Designing Test Attributes
Test attributes help to identify key areas to test 
and emphasize the following:

Accurate 
Financial 
Reporting

• Population

• Documentation

• Reviews

• Approvals

• Timeliness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Test attributes help to identify what is important to the process and control and key areas to test for.Identification of a complete populationIdentification of reports used in the processHow these reports are usedResponsible parties and roles & responsibilities



Testing Attributes – Level of Assurance
Determine the level of assurance needed to test 
each attribute

Level
of

Assurance

Reperformance

Examination

Observation

Inquiry
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Presentation Notes
- Determine the level of assurance you need to test each attribute Inquiry: Make oral/written inquiries of entity personnel involved with specific control activity.  Observation: Observing the Component’s personnel actually performing control activities. Examination: Examining documents and records for evidence that a control activity was performed. Re-performance: Greatest level of assurance. Control is tested by walking through the entire activity to see if the same result is reached. Combining two or more of these tests can provide greater assurance than using only one technique.  
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The document that connects the dots



Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Framework

A Standard Operating procedure (SOP)
is a set of written instructions that 
document a routine or recurring activity 
followed by an organization.



SOP – Purpose

• What is the goal of the process?

• Ultimately - Carry out the operations 
correctly and always in the same 
manner.



SOP – The Connector

Elements of a Strong SOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Standard Operating procedure (SOP) is a set of written instructions that document a routine or recurring activity followed by an organization.



SOP - Example

• Work stream A

• Work stream B

• Work stream C

• Other

Process: Review invoices to determine cost 
decision (Capitalize, Expense, CIP)

• Who is making the 
decision?

• What are the 
thresholds?

• What is the 
criteria?

• Supporting 
documentation

• Document 
retention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workstream A – Design Phase of Project (everything expensed), not in accordance with FRMMWorkstream B – Type of project (building ship, adding computer system), not in accordance with FRMMWorkstream C – Other – Any circumstance that doesn’t fit into the primary criteria



SOP – Dos and Don'ts

Do
• Be Specific
• Delineate Clear Roles & Responsibilities
• Consider use of Flowcharts
• Timely Update

Don’t
• Use too many words
• Stay at 30,000 feet (too high level)
• Overuse jargon & technical terminology
• Forget to identify key controls





Fraud – GAO Green Book Principle

GAO Green Book 

Principle 8 – Assess Fraud Risk

Management should consider the potential 
for fraud when identifying, analyzing and 
responding to risks

Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO, September 2014



Fraud – Legal definition

Fraud

• Intentionally false representation
• Not an error
• Lying or concealing actions
• Pattern of unethical behavior
• Personal material benefit
• Organizational or victim loss

Essentials of Corporate Fraud, T L Coenen, 2008, John Wiley & Sons



The Fraud Triangle

Motivation: 
Need or perceived need

Opportunity: 
Access to assets, 
information, 
computers, people

Rationalization: 
Justification for action

Essentials of Corporate Fraud, T L Coenen, 2008, 
John Wiley & Sons



Fraud as classified by GAO

GAO Green Book (8.02)

• Fraudulent financial reporting - Intentional 
misstatements, omissions of amounts or 
disclosures in Financial Statements

• Misappropriation of assets - Theft of 
property, embezzlement of receipts, or 
fraudulent payments. 

• Corruption – Bribery & other illegal acts

Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO, September 2014



Fraud (ACFE Key Findings)

ACFE Report to the Nations (2018)



Fraud (ACFE Key Findings)

ACFE Report to the Nations (2018)



Fraud (ACFE Key Findings)

ACFE Report to the Nations (2018)



Fraud (External Audit reliance)

External audits should not be relied upon as 
an organization’s primary fraud detection 
method…they detected only 3% (4% in 2018) 
of the frauds reported to us, and they ranked 
poorly in limiting fraud losses

While external audits serve an important 
purpose and can have a strong preventive 
effect on potential fraud, their usefulness as a 
means of uncovering fraud is limited

Source: ACFE/ Report to the Nations on occupational fraud and abuse © 2012



Fraud (External Audit reliance)

• External Audits not designed to detect fraud
• Determine whether financial statement is 

free from material misstatements
• Auditors test small fraction of transactions
• Must be aware of potential of fraud
• Discuss how fraud could occur
• Delve into suspicious observations & report

Essentials of Corporate Fraud, T L Coenen, 2008, John Wiley & Sons



Internal Control Wrap up

Why Do We Care?

• Improved business processes
• Increased efficiency and effectiveness
• Reliability of financial reporting

Keys to Improved Business Processes

• Data Confidence
• Management Review Controls
• Defined Test Attributes
• Standard Policies and Procedures





Mr. Mitch Schoenberg
Mitchell.S.Schoenberg@uscg.mil
202-372-3445

CDR Michael Danish
Michael.V.Danish@uscg.mil
202-372-3454
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